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ENG · Las Bajas Pasiones is an LGTBIQ Electronic and Urban 
Music project, where a brazen desire to live, burning the soles of 
shoes on the dance floor, and an antagonistic attitude towards 
what they sell us as life are connected.
The raw and direct Hip-Hop of Trusty, the Pop melodies and 
catchy choruses of Edu Libra, the synths of Toni Taboo intersect 
with the guitars and some beats from another world, and from 
another time that is yet to come. Some of their songs are already 
hits for the LGTBIQ community and their concerts are a freedom 
party that turns any space into an endless dance floor.
In their music they claim collective solutions to problems that 
they sell us as individuals, perhaps for this reason they surround 
themselves with a large number of collaborators such as the 
Tremenda Jauría, the Argentine reggeatonera Chocolate Remix, 
the lesbian rapper Bittah from Tribade, Panxo from ZOO, the 
junk dealer of the future Nept1 or the LGTBI Hip-Hop ambassador 
Kenya Grammo Suspect…
With two albums on their back, Rizomas Salvajes (2018) and 
Bichx Rarx (2020), on February 11, 2022 they surprise us with 
a new album: Neocancaneo (Delirics, 2022). An album that 
represents a way of showing the most shameless part of life, 
cruising in the parks on the outskirts of the city, smiling at the 
little that the patriarchal system leaves us, and empowering 
themselves as people who love to live and who want to burst 
any trace of repressive morality from the corpse of patriarchy.
This album is more cheeky than ever, more eager to dance, 
closer to electro-punk and more rebellious than the previous 
ones. Grunge guitars for the dance floor, “coreable” choruses, 
Dionysian Hip-Hop at the end of time and beats that come to 
get you o! the couch at 150 bpms. Berlin and Seattle hooking up 
at an underground party in Barcelona.
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